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[R] - ITEM IS RESTRICTED 104-10067-10245
It is requested that the dissemination of ___________ be changed as indicated.

ADD: ___________

Recall copies from: ___________

Change action from: ___________ To: ___________

Authorized by: ___________ NAME (type or print) ___________ EXT.

In coordination with: ___________ NAME (type or print) ___________ EXT.

Please furnish one copy of the cable described. I have ______ have not ______ made inquiry of the CS Records control system.

IN/DIR NUMBER STATION NUMBER DATE SUBJECT

√ √ 6685X 6685X

√ 90724 5256 59065

√ √ 12232 2170 1967

√ √ 12232 5256 59065

Signature: [Signature]
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